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TWO SILENT LONELINESSES
A museum is built for the soul.
A museum is designed with the soul.
It is the place where mankind meets itself and its view of the world.
A museum, as a house for Art, holds thoughts, desires and dreams.
Through the Art experience our mind metabolizes the tiring physicali-
ty that defines us and puts the visitor in touch with the visionary sensitiveness of eve-
ry artist: it is the place where reality goes far beyond its boundaries and becomes poetry.
The idea for the extension for the Serlachius Museum Gösta moves from these premises and 
it is based on the need of dialogue with the place, the existing architecture and landscape.
The new museum has been conceived as a sharp monolith set in the ground. A 
slight inclination determines his practicability: the poetic point, where architectu-
re meets art becomes also the point where the distance is measured from the pre-existence.
The Joenniemi Manor remains in his strict and dominant position, without any 
new kind of modifications or new elements to modificate phisically his feature.
Placing the extension, new spatial and functional relationships are generated. This choice underlines 
the intention to increase the value of what has been generated during these years from the place, 
the buildings and the memory, giving the most of the attention to how put towards the new building.
The modification of a pre-set balance is not always a bad interven-
tion, if the new element generates a different and more interesting one.
       

Without trying to force physical affinity with the pre-existing museum, the new one has in Joen-
niemi Manor the generating core of alighments, lyings and proportions.  The existing museum beco-
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mes completely integrated in the new one, not only thanks to the hypogeum connection betwe-
en the two parts but, more than anything else, as the generating core of the whole layout.
The monolith, that accomplishes completely to all the requirements of the competition programme, defines 
with its stereometrical geometry a structure that sees the Manor not only as a matrix but even as a plan-
ner for its dimension. This organization gives to the whole structure a compositional and spatial continuity.
The layout is developed on two orthogonal axises between whom some structural boxes are set, projec-
ted to lodge the various functions of the museum. The first axis (east-west) is a physical and fun-
ctional connection between the Gosta Museum and its new extension, crossing the two buildings and 
in it the entrance foyer is collocated with the cafetéria/restaurant, the assembly hall, the hypo-
geum connection to the existing museum, the two travelling exhibitions spaces and the offices.
The entrance hall to the foyer and the independent entran-
ce to the assembly hall are grafted on the perpendicular punctuation.
The massive volume of the museum is dug by the flight of step that runs to the foyer, by the 
ramp that brings to the assembly hall and lets it be independent from the museum activities, by 
the big patio that carries light to the offices and around whom the other facilities take place.
On the other side, the emerging volumes tap the sun light diffusing it to the exhibitions 
hall below. Especially the volume that dominates the big travelling exhibitions space, emer-
ges like a lantern from the inclined plane and measures itself with the verticality of the Manor. 
It becomes a tapping volume of daylight during the day and a shining beacon during the night. This new 
experience interacts with the Manor, creating new perspective points and a new volumetric complexity.
The plans of the museum are very simple: from the joint between the functions and 
flows, the museum is divided into principal spaces, aggregated to axis of connection.
The foyer is the hinge that links all the spaces and where functional flows and 
courses are sorted. It is thought to be the natural prosecution from the entran-
ce and to define a big and regular space where you can have a break, relax or have a chat.
Directly connected to the cafetéria and restaurant, the foyer is cast on the lake through a big glazed wall.
The big strip with the entrance, the foyer and the restaurant is connec-
ted to the two new travelling exhibitions spaces and the assembly hall that can beco-
me an occasional exhibition space or an extension space of the foyer, through moving walls.
The longitudinal axis houses the hypogeum connection that goes to the Manor from the collections exhibition space.
The two travelling exhibitions halls are adjacent and hinged to the museum pedagogy.
Moveable  walls  are  able  to separate the two spaces or, when it need, to create one space. The  travelling exhibitions space 
1 (600 sq-m) has a regular shape, surmounted  by  the big invert pyramid shaped lantern roof that shapes the light.
Four beams  unload  its  weight to separators and define the structural  and  spatial frame. The assembly  hall is marked by 
the big ramp that enters and invades it shaping the space. The  two slots defined by the ramp, floodlight the hall.
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These moveable walls, on the other side, let the assembly hall open and put this space in connection with the foyer. 
The offices are drawn with the same logic even if because of functional reasons, the flows 
are different. All the offices run along two sides of the monolithic volume to get light.
A big patio carries light into offices and the inner courses. The sauna suite is on the ground flo-
or and a smooth case holds the room with fireplace, inside the patio warranting priva-
cy and brightness. The intent of the new museum is to strengthen the Manor symbolic value du-
ring time for the surroundings. Its sharp geometry repeats that of manor one underlining its values.
Even with landscape and surroundings the dialogue develops with strict geometries and natural windings.
Architecture changes nature without mimetic or organici-
stic solutions, putting itself as a boundary line between nature and artifice.
These relations draw in a new way the landscape creating new perspectives and naturalness.
The parking area is located where the land morphologically seems to have just marked the loca-
tion and it is directly connected with the pedestrian one, becoming one big unitary system. 
The intent was to preserve the most important historical aspects of the park and landscape views. 
The Taaventisaari island preserves its charming feature of an evocative and mysterious place.
A simple bridge, placed on the diagonal of the ancient path links the museum to the “sculptures glade”. 
The island top houses a sort of temporary room outdoors where installations and sculptures can take place.
All the existing paths will be brought out to make the island part of the whole new museum.
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Building’s scope  informatios:
- usable floor area: 4700 sq m; 
- gross floor area: 4489 sq m; 
- net area: 3000 sq m.



Natural lighting

The new museum exhibitions halls are thought like introverted spaces without any holes in the wal-
ls toward the outside. Natural light rains from the top through openings set in the covering that 
loses its role of spatial limit to become a light source for underlying the rooms below. Starting 
from solar incidence studies during the seasons, the sketch of the great covering was planed to 
optimize the entry of the light in the exhibitions spaces, becoming a source and a filter of light.

The specific objective in the configuration of these spaces is to maintain the interest of the visi-
tor high without interferences with the perceptive quality of the works of art. The space configu-
ration of the single rooms has been thought as a structural and complex system but able to con-
trol and diffuse the natural light: a box (the exhibitions machine) with a dark bottom (the floor) and 
the bright sides (the walls to display) surmounted by the great machine to illuminate, the covering.
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Each room contrasts a “free” distributive system on a regular plant (square or rectangular) to an in-
ner spatial complexity produced by the diffusion of the light, where also materials and trimmings are 
elements of the exhibition and the perceptive control of the space.  The lighting systems are different 
for shape and complexity according to the dimensions and the geometric features of the space to lit up.

The great hall for temporary exhibitions, has a square plant with a surface of about 600 ms. The trouble 
to treat the natural light to show in the right way the works of art in a wide and symmetrical space, has 
suggested an element able to regulate by its own shape the entry and the distribution of the light on the 
espositive surfaces. In the centre of the room a glazed volume (captator) raises. An invert pyramid shaped 
element, able to reflect and spread on all the surfaces a quantity of light never more than on average the 
200 luxes, is put in it. The invert pyramid shape has been suggested by the analysis on the light availabi-
lity: the walls inclination allows the light to spread in a homogeneous way on all the espositive surfaces.

This volume comes out from the museum covering, in accordance with the need to gain much 
light as possible during the year, because, at these latitudes, the solar angles of inciden-
ce are very low. The glazed volume vertical walls vary their own transparence in relation-
ship with the orientation so to avoid the direct radiation entry, harmful to works of art shown.

Also for the collections and travelling exhibitions 2 halls, the lighting systems have been treated following 
the same manner. For this two spaces the covering itself becomes the system of light picking and diffu-
sing: the plain surface of the roof, divided into single elements, raises and flexes so to let ample glazed 
door open to north-eastern direction, allowing the reflection of the light on the espositive surfaces. 

The artificial lighting is studied to guarantee an uniform illuminance right to that na-
tural one and at the same time, a spot lighting to emphasize works and details.
In the 600 sq m hall, the diffuse light is get by lamps, built into the outside strip of the espositi-
ve space whereas along the ceiling beams, set in the centre of the room, there will be spot lamps.



In the collections and 100 sq m travelling exhibition spaces, lamps are set in the ceiling so to exploit the natural 
lighting, as an artificial lighting system: this solution guarantees a widespread and uniform illumination. As in the 
travelling exhibitions space 1, spot lamps spot are positioned along lines that run side by side along the espositive walls.



PROPOSAL  HPAC SYSTEM 
The HPAC system of the new museum was defined through strategies targeted to satisfy indoor air 
quality and contextual reduction of energy consumption by use of natural resources locally available.

This approach allows to reduce impacts on the environment respecting the va-
luable local context defined as a set of climatic and environmental features.
The proposed strategies are:

• Geothermal system
Zero emissions CO2 local power plant by the total absence of combustion, by a system of hi-effi-
cient heat pump water/water that exchanges heat with ground or with water from neighbor lake, 
using the same as heat source in heating mode (heat pump), or thermal well in cooling mode (chiller).

• Ground-Air exchanger
It is expected a system of ground-air heat exchanger for pre-treatment of the out-
side air will enhance the efficiency of recovery system and reduce consumption.
The system consists  of  underground  horizontal  pipes  grid, in which  is  ducted  air  taken  from  outside  by  a  special  tower.
The temperature gap between air and ground produces a war-
ming effect in winter and cooling in summer  to the benefit of the energy bill.

• Energy Recovery from the exhaust air
It is provided in each air handling units for ventilation  a sy-
stem for recovering energy from the exhaust air, with yield close to 70%.

• Energy class
The  intensive  use  of  water-water  heat  pumps  with  high  efficiency, the  exploitation,  of  geothermal  and  recovered  
thermodynamic  applied  for  renewal  of  primary  air  can  improve  significantly  the energy  class  of  the  complex.

• Thermo-fluidic systems
For different utilities forming the complex in question are expected plants of mixed type consisting of terminal sta-
tic type radiating and/or  inductive  and  primary  air  handling  units,  with  recovery  system  on  the exhaust  air, to  
ensure  control, with  high  level of  comfort,  of  thermohygrometric  conditions and the renewal of air in the rooms. 
The solution with static terminal  on  floors and/or ceilings supported by inducti-
ve terminals (beams) as well as ensure a comfortable temperature allows a uniform tem-
perature distribution and a noise level consistent with the intended use of the complex.










